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AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s favorite puzzle solver is bigger and better than ever! The 335,000 clues and

answer words include 80,000 new words. This edition is fully searchable, organized both

alphabetically and by number of letters. Containing the most comprehensive coverage of

Ã¢â‚¬Å“crosswordese,Ã¢â‚¬Â• the words most frequently encountered by puzzlers, this dictionary

will instantly help target the words you need.Compatible with Kindle Voyage, Kindle Paperwhite,

Kindle, Kindle Fire with Fire OS 4+, Kindle Keyboard, Kindle Touch, Kindle DX, Kindle for Android

(version 4.0+), and Kindle for iPad/iPhone (version 4.0+). Default dictionary feature is not supported

on Kindle for Mac, Kindle for PC, or Kindle Fire 1st/2nd generation.
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When it came time to select a crossword puzzle dictionary, I knew that I wanted one for my Kindle

and one that would not disappoint. I grabbed "The Million Word Crossword Dictionary" and found it

quite nice, easy to search, and in general, quite well suited for the new Kindle. But, as I began to

tackle some tough crossword puzzles, I found that even at a million words, it did get stumped from

time to time. I had read where many people own more than one crossword dictionary so I thought I



would grab the Merriam-Webster's Crossword Puzzle Dictionary as a supplement and see how it

went. Let me say that I was immediately impressed. Searching with the Kindle is a breeze and low

and behold, it did offer suggestions that my Million-Word monster failed to provide. Now I find myself

switching from one to the other and getting stuck far less often. I am sure that the Million Word

offers more sheer volume but the Merriam-Webster's is a slick, quick reference for most easy to

moderate crossword puzzles. I give it 5 stars for the ease of searching and clear, simple design. If

you already have one dictionary, you may find this an excellent second, or perhaps, even an

excellent first.

Helpful, but wish there was a way to put in a word and go right to it. I waste a lot of time flipping

through pages to get to the word I'm looking for. Maybe I'm missing something here, so if there is a

way to just put in a word and go straight to it, I wish they would have made that clear.

On my Android running 4.4.2 on a Samsung S4 using  Kindle App, there are very few links in the

Dictionary for my liking. It would be nice if I could get an A-Z or Guide Word List that were links to

those respective areas of this reference. That being the only criticism, the search feature works very

well. The best experience for me, is when I keep my searches to more basic forms of the word I'm

looking to find. For instance, I would do a search for the word "Acid" for "Acid-Tongued" to solve for

the word "Ascerb". In short the reference works fairly well if you like getting in the "ball park" quickly.

It definitely is not a way to find complete answers by running searches using whole clues as search

strings. One must break down the clue to its essentials to get the best use of this Kindle App.

I have been looking at various crossword dictionaries and have always tried samples on the Kindle

app for the iphone. Looking at samples seemed to simply be a reader type of experience without

any way to do a look up of a headword. This was true for the sample book for this dictionary. I found

this on sale and decided to spring for it. It does indeed act like a dictionary when you do a search. It

looks at the headwords just like the built in dictionary. So I am happy with this. I have always wanted

the other book, The Million Word Crossword Dictionary, but was afraid to spring for the expense,

wondering if it would work as a real dictionary look up experience. So this will work.So for the other

reviewer who mentioned that it doesn't act like a dictionary, try purchasing it and you should be

happy.

Excellent



I found this extremely difficult to use on the Kindle. I wish I had not purchased this. I would not

recommend this to anyone. At this time I would recommend a hard copy of a crossword dictionary

rather than a kindle version. Unless someone can recommend one that is easier to use.

I had a paperback edition of this and it fell to pieces from constant use. I had hoped to get an online

version so I could search it.I load the book in a kindle program or device and search for the word

using the kindle search function. I can do this in an iMac, iPhone or Kindle.

It's actually very difficult to use. I still haven't figured out how to use it for crosswords. Sorry I

purchased it. I didn't want to lug my paper crossword dictionary around with me but I do.
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